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In a document released Feb. 21 in Oaxtepec, Mexico, during a meeting between Salvadoran political
parties and the FMLN, the rebels elaborated on their January proposal to postpone the March 19
elections, and end the war. On the evening of Feb. 21, the rebels called for the creation of three
"working commissions" to agree on a "cessation of hostilities," electoral reform and international
verification of all political and military agreements. The FMLN suggested holding the general
elections five months after the start of a cease-fire, and having the Legislative Assembly appoint
an interim "independent provisional president." President Jose Napoleon Duarte is scheduled
to leave office June 1 at the end of a five-year term. The FMLN's document said the rebels would
cease armed struggle, participate in the country's political life, and "recognize the existence of a
single army" under an agreement with the government and the military on three key measures:
punishment of those responsible for past massacres and major political killings attributed to the
Army and death squads; reduction of the 58,000-member armed forces to its 1978 level of about
12,000 troops; and, dissolution of the national guard, national police and treasury police in favor of
a single "public security force" under the command of the Interior Ministry instead of the armed
forces. The new military force would not incorporate the rebels, as the FMLN has demanded
in the past. According to the Washington Post, representatives of the Christian Democrats and
the Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA) did not rule out a postponement of the elections,
stating than an agreement was possible. In contrast, Guillermo Ungo, presidential candidate of the
Democratic Convergence, stated that the party representatives assembled in Oaxtepec were not
in a position to make binding decisions. The parties agreed to press for urgent meetings among
the Salvadoran government, legislature, political parties and guerrillas on the rebels' proposals.
Regarding the escalation of guerrilla attacks, FMLN commander Francisco Jovel Urquilla, alias
Roberto Roca, told reporters on Feb. 22: "The fact that we are meeting outside the country does not
imply a suspension of hostilities. Military operations are following their course. The logic of the war
continues." Jovel and Cmdr. Shafik Handal said that a rejection of the rebel proposals would lead to
an intensification of the war. They added that they were not making threats or issuing an ultimatum.
Handal suggested that the parties could demonstrate cooperation by withdrawing their presidential
candidates. Such action, he said, would permit the election to be postponed without violating the
constitution. (Basic data from Washington Post, 02/22/89, 02/23/89; Notimex, 02/22/89)
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